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EXPLANATION OF THE ITEM NUMBERS AND CROSS-LISTINGS
EXAMPLE CITATION
Cooley, John
1988

2.2088

The great unknown : the journals of the historic first expedition down the Colorado
River. Flagstaff, Arizona: Northland Publishing, 207 pp.
≡ CROSS-LISTINGS |CITED» GCNHA Monograph 8: page 1-17| FQ7:43 FQ8:83
FQ9:120 FQ9A:15 FQ10:66 FQ11:75 FQ11A:40 FQ12:91 FQ12B:45
FQ13:100 FQ14:28 FQ15:95 FQ17:101 FQ18:60 FQ19:146 FQ20:85
FQ21:49 FQ22:64 FQ23:80 FQ24/1:168 FQ30:73 THOMAS 100
≡ REVIEWS AND NOTICES Euler, 1991, ITEM NO. 30.88; Montgomery, 1990, ITEM NO.
30.196; Drifter Smith, 1991, ITEM NO. 30.245

Each citation in the bibliography has a unique, but arbitrary, serial number referred to
herein as an ITEM NUMBER—in the example above the number is 2.2088. It is composed of
the number of the part of the bibliography in which it is cited (Part “2.” in the example),
suffixed with a unique number within that part (“2088” in the example). These are
explained more fully in the Introduction.
An ITEM NUMBER is assigned when a citation is added to the bibliography, or when a citation
is transferred from one part to another, thus the numbers do not follow in order within the
alphabetical order of the bibliography’s citations. They are not reused if a citation is
removed from a part, either by deletion or transfer to another part (and there renumbered).
ITEM NUMBERS did not appear in the 1981 and 1990/1993 print editions of the bibliography.
Many citations throughout the bibliography have appended to them CROSS-LISTINGS to
previous editions of this bibliography and to selected standard bibliographical references.
Also cross-listed are citations for REVIEWS AND NOTICES of the works cited. These notes
are indented and prefixed by the equivalence symbol (≡) so as to readily distinguish them
from the citations themselves. For users who view this bibliography in its original PDF
format, the bibliographical cross-listings are in dark orange and the reviews cross-listings
are in dark blue (see example above); the colors are only for visual convenience.
The cross-listing conventions are explained more fully in the Introduction.

